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1: Bob's Big Surprise | Bob The Builder Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Bob's Spring Parade (Bob The Builder) [Sarah Willson, Hot Animation, Mike Giles] on www.enganchecubano.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. It's time for the Spring Parade! But first Bob and his team must remove a fallen
tree from the parade route -- and fix a big bunny problem!

Main[ edit ] Bob original catchphrase: Bob is from a family of builders â€” his father Robert is also a builder
and so was his grandfather Billy. He is assisted by Wendy and a host of anthropomorphic vehicles in various
projects in and around the town. He is the owner of Pilchard the Cat and he is not good with computers. She is
also seen doing construction work in many episodes. In the TV series, she conserves her English accent.
Mayor Madison will be here any second! Broadbent â€” A Bobsville resident and neighbour of Bob. She looks
like Mrs. Farmer Percy Pickles is a nearby farmer, and a good friend of Bob who often helps out in
construction projects with Bob. He is the owner of Travis the tractor , Sumsy the forklift , Packer the truck ,
Scruffty the dog , and Spud the scarecrow. Dixon â€” Postman and brother to a famous football goalkeeper
Mr. Jeremy Ellis â€” Bobsville Museum manager. Build It series in the episode, "Scrambler and the Colorful
Cave". He is voiced by Colin McFarlane. Percival â€” School headteacher. Potts â€” a Bobsville resident and
owner of Tommy the Tortoise. Voiced by Kate Harbour. Sunny â€” The son of Marjorie and the twin brother
of Saffron. Saffron â€” The daughter of Marjorie and the twin sister of Sunny. Cassie â€” The daughter of Mr.
Sabatini and the twin sister of Carlos. Carlos â€” The son of Mr. Sabatini and the twin brother of Cassie.
Voiced by Rupert Degas. Later, Lofty takes his surfboards when he wants to join the Diggers Three. David
Mockney â€” Fixham Harbour Museum manager. A running gag is she occasionally tries to get her picture
taken for the newspaper or a magazine and it always gets ruined. For example, in "Sky-High Scoop", she tries
to get her picture taken at the top of the new skyscraper and Gull lands on her and she tries to shoo her away.
Voiced by Danny John-Jules. Brandon â€” One of the Spring City Rockets. Mila â€” One of the Spring City
Rockets. Not to be confused with J. Saffi â€” One of the Spring City Rockets whose hair is tied in pigtails. She
is also a pet owner who has South-Asian blood.
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2: Bob's Big Bounce â€¹ Series 2 â€¹ Bob the Builder: Ready, Steady, Build!
Label Bob's spring parade, text by Sarah Willson ; illustrated by Mike Giles Publication. New York, Simon Spotlight, c;
Note "Based upon the TV series Bob the builder created by HIT Entertainment PLC and Keith Chapman.".

Not an American user? Description Bob the Builder: After that Bob and the team roll up to the castle where
the castle courtyard is the main menu with a number of hotspots triggering the mini games and activities that
eventually unlock the Medieval pageant. The games and activities in this product are. The first group of games
takes place in the castle. In each Bob finds a door and must solve a puzzle to unlock the door. Bob cannot get
through a castle door because some big scary spiders are hanging in front of it. The object of the game is to
chase the spiders back into their holes so that Bob can enter the room. In this game Bob must complete a
Simon Says type of puzzle to open the door. Here Bob open chests to find keys to unlock other chests with the
key to the door being in the last chest. The next two games are accessed via a hole in the courtyard wall. There
are holes in the castle walls which must be fixed. The right shaped pieces are available but the holes are
occupied by crows. The player must deliver of the building block when the crow files off for a drink. In
preparation for the pageant bunting is strung from the castle walls but the row of flags is incomplete. The
player must select the appropriate flags to complete the pattern The next two games are accessed via the castle
gateway. The player moves Spud into position with the mouse and then clicks on the rubbish when it is in
front of him. They must then place the rubbish into the correct recycling bin. The final three puzzles are set in
the castle maze. In this game the player controls Lofty the crane. The player races against three AI characters
to reach the centre of the maze In the castle courtyard is a treasure chest, here the player can access all the
pictures they have earned by completing the above puzzles. When all puzzles have been completed Bob and
his friends can enter the pageant where there are three activities. Here are four postcards but with holes in
them. The player can insert the faces of Bob and his friends, or even a picture of themselves, similar to the old
seaside attraction. This is a piece of animation of the pageant which ends with a firework display over the
castle. The inlay states that there is footage from the TV episode so presumably this is it.
3: List of Bob the Builder characters - Wikipedia
Bob the Builderâ„¢ is working on the tallest building in Spring City! Use Mash & Mold Playsand to construct a giant
skyscraper.

4: Bob The Builder Books | eBay
out of 5 stars Great video for winter time if your child likes Bob the Builder Since it's winter, our child has been asking to
watch Bob the Builder and funny enough he wanted to watch a winter edition.

5: Bob's spring parade - Southern Adirondack Library System
Bob The Builder - Bob's Big Funny Bits and Bobs (UK) - Duration: Thomas & Bob 64, views. Bob The Builder Snowed
Under The Bobblesberg Winter Games - Duration:

6: Bob the Builder: Bob's Castle Adventure for Windows () - MobyGames
Bob's Barnraising is the thirteenth and finale episode of the first season. Bob and the machines have to repair Farmer
Pickles' barn which is in danger of collapsing. Farmer Pickles is gathering the haystacks.

7: Bob's Spring Cleaning () Episode S Bob the Builder Cartoon Episode Guide
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Bob the Builder is a production of HIT Entertainment in association with THIRTEEN Productions LLC for WNET.

8: Kara's Party Ideas Bob The Builder Themed Birthday Party {Ideas, Planning, Decor, Cake}
Bob the Builder: Bob's Spring Parade.. Still we are here for great buys & bargains. I am always changing and adding
new ones. Check them out now before they're gone!.

9: Muck Jump | Bob the Builder Videos | PBS KIDS
Bob the Builder and his team finish building Henry's horse jump course with a very special Muck Jump.
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